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ABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACT    

 

The agenda setting theory is anchored on the postulation of somemedia scholars that the mass media sets 

agenda for public discourse..From the position of scholars, mass media audience are believed to attach 

importance to issues base on emphasis on such issues by the  mass media by way of time and space 

allocated to issues  This study seeks to deconstruct  this theoretical construct from the stand point that 

issues reside in the public domain within a given society leading to  public agenda and not media agenda  as 

the media as an institution operating within the society, generates its contents from the same society. In 

carrying out its survelance function, the media filters events and reports the ones important to the public 

establishing the importance of such issues to the public before media reports. The question now is who sets 

the agenda? The public or the media and given the patronage of the media by the rich, whose agenda do 

the media set? 
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1. INTRODUCTION1. INTRODUCTION1. INTRODUCTION1. INTRODUCTION    

 

Modernity with the dominance of ICT and dependence of man on information to take informed decisions 

appears to make the mass media   indispensible in the human society considering the strategic functions of 

the mass media in the society including surveillance, watchdog role, correlation of events, the integration for 

national development, education information, and entertainment among other functions. The mass media 

have remained a viable institution triangulated with other institutions of government and the public whose 

interest, the media by professional ethics is bound to protect. Agenda setting theory according to Momoh 

[2015:45] was propounded by Maxwell McCombs and Donald Shaw in their ground breaking study of the 

role of the media in the 1968 presidential campaign in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Kenechukwu (2014:43) 

explained the Agenda Setting of the media as bringing political, economic and social issues to the front 

burner for public discussion and opinion sampling. He further explained that the core idea is that the media 

present to the public issues selected from the numerous events happening in the society. Base on the 

priority accorded the issues by the mass media  in terms of time, and space the public assigns importance to 

the issues. The functions of the mass media according to Ikachoi Denis (2012:259) have established a 

relationship and interaction between the media and the society.  According to him, it is worthy to note that 

the interaction between the media and the society produces certain effects that affect the society in many 

ways.  In view of this phenomenon, the agenda setting theory among other theories of media effects has 

been advance to explain the media and public interaction.  
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To Kayode (2012:105), agenda setting is the process of the mass media presenting certain issues frequently 

and prominently with the result that large segments of the public come to perceive these issues as more 

important than others.  This power of the media to narrow the focus of the public to certain issues at the 

expense of others is the crux of agenda setting theory. Naribo (2012:1) observed that most communication 

scholars agree that the media possess the power and prestige to determine for its audience what is 

important.  This he believes the media does by establishing materialistic goals, status conferral and agenda 

setting.  Naribo (2012:1) posited that Agenda setting hypothesis came about during the period 1950s and 

1960s when researchers become dissatisfied with the limited effects model.  Similarly, Naribo (2014:4) 

agree that the media has the power to influence public opinion by simply paying attention to some issues 

while neglecting others.  This explains the all important influence of the media to tell the public of 

important events, places, issues, policies be it economic, social, or even about persons thereby conferring  

status.  People think and talk about people, event, issues, places and policies as they assign importance to 

them because the media says so.  As such, the media not only provide the platform for public discussion, 

but sets agenda for public discourse, determine, what media audience should talk about, concern 

themselves with and thereby inducing issues salience and exhibiting the power to structure issues and shape 

the society. 

    

1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 Operational construct of Agenda Setting TheoryOperational construct of Agenda Setting TheoryOperational construct of Agenda Setting TheoryOperational construct of Agenda Setting Theory    

Agenda setting is a causal hypothesis which indicates that media priorities influence public priority. In 

another way, the assertion is that media agenda determines public agenda.  Agenda setting proposition or 

statement could also be that issues consistently focused on or projected by the mass media, are assigned 

greater importance or values by the public.  Media agenda, media priorities or issues of concern to media 

could be from politics, economy, conflicts, sports, research and development, religion, culture, other issues 

of public interest including issues surrounding individuals.  The indicators of the media agenda or priority 

will include frequency  of the report, volume of the report, time and space given for the report, the position 

of the report on the pages of newspaper or magazine, emphasis and the follow up.  The variability of the 

concepts of media agenda determining public assigned importance on issues may not be in doubt due to 

individual differences, cognitive consistency, selective exposure, selective retention and selective perception. 

Similarly, public agenda which is the position accorded to issues affecting the society and ranked according 

to the perceived importance by the public, reflects the salience of issues in the mind and perception of 

media audience in line with media emphasis on issues (Kayode 2012:113,114). Media agenda is measured 

to establish any significant effect of media agenda (independent variable) on the public agenda (dependent 

variable) to ascertain the validity of agenda setting theory. The media agenda is measure by systematic 

content analysis.  The issues covered are ranked in percentage while the public agenda is measured through 

survey using open and close ended questionnaire which is employed to ascertain public opinion on issues 

raised by the media.  In this way, both content analysis and survey method are comparatively employed to 

establish the effect of media agenda on public agenda. From the analysis, there is a causal relationship 

between media agenda/media priority and public agenda/public interest.  The selectively published or 

broadcast issues of public interest constitute media priority or media agenda.  This has a direct effect on the 

public as the issues raised by the media are perceived and treated as important based on the priority 

accorded the issues by the media. Consequently this becomes the public agenda. 

 

2. 2. 2. 2. COMPLEMENTARY THEORIES TO AGENDA SETTING COMPLEMENTARY THEORIES TO AGENDA SETTING COMPLEMENTARY THEORIES TO AGENDA SETTING COMPLEMENTARY THEORIES TO AGENDA SETTING     

 

Dependency theory, Spiral of silence theory, and Social Control Theory complement the Agenda Setting 

Theory of the mass media. Coming from the background of media audience assigning importance to issues 

based on media emphasis on these issue, the Dependency theory asserts that the more a person depends 
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on the media to meet his or her information and similar needs, the more important role the media will play 

in his or her life. This implies more media influence on the person. Baran and Davis (2012:340) believe 

that the occurrence of the effect is because the media operates in a given way, in a given social system to 

meet given audience wants and needs. .According to Akakwandu (2012: 140), the substance of the theory 

holds that information cannot be accepted as truth by the public until the media validates it. Similarly, 

Noelle-N.Enmann’s Spiral of Silence posits that people holding views contrary to those dominant in the 

media are made to keep these views to themselves for fear of being rejected.  This theory equally upholds 

media influence to the point of making audience to do away with their personal views and accept the 

dominant view by the media. Reflecting the all-powerful media effect, the Social Control Theory places the 

media audience at the receiving end of media messages suggesting that media audience are passive as they 

behave the way the media wants them to behave. 

    

3. 3. 3. 3. THEORIES AND MEDIA CONCEPTS THAT CONTRAST AGENDA STHEORIES AND MEDIA CONCEPTS THAT CONTRAST AGENDA STHEORIES AND MEDIA CONCEPTS THAT CONTRAST AGENDA STHEORIES AND MEDIA CONCEPTS THAT CONTRAST AGENDA SETTING THEORYETTING THEORYETTING THEORYETTING THEORY    

 

The following theories contrast the agenda setting hypothesis: The Social Relations Theories, Individual 

Difference Theory and, Selective Attention, Selective Perception and Selective Retention.  The substance 

of the Social Relations Theory is that individuals reaction to media contents is derived from interactions 

within sub groups, such interaction between and among individuals with a social group, issues raised by the 

media are discussed, ideas are shared and in most cases resolutions are rectified (Akakwandu 2012:144).  It 

is implied in the theory that people in such groups may not react to media messages in line with media 

persuasion on issues raised. Such person’s reaction is more likely to be based on the substances of their 

group orientation.  The Individual Difference Theory also contrasts the Agenda Setting as the theory posits   

that individuals react differently to media messages because of individual characteristics. Ojobor (2002:20) 

emphasized that even when the audience is made up of people from the same social background, there are 

individual unique characteristics which affects the extent of reactions to a message.  

 

Selective Attention, Selective Perception and Selective Retention in various degrees water down the Agenda 

Setting proposition. In selective attention, the audience members determine the degree of attention and 

interest to give to such a programme. If an audience member  fails to give adequate attention to a particular 

media message, there is no way he or she can be persuaded for or against any issue (Akakwandu 2014:153) 

Equally, media messages are Selectively Perceived and Retained. Media audience analyze issues raised by 

the media base on personal experiences which seems as yardsticks for measuring, assessing and 

consequently accepting or rejecting issues raised by the media.  In this way, media contents are interpreted 

to suits one’s predisposition.  As it is, media audience may likely recall or remember media contents 

adjudge as important and relevant to their need-Selective Retention. 

    

4. 4. 4. 4. A CRITIQUE OF AGENDA SETTING THEORYA CRITIQUE OF AGENDA SETTING THEORYA CRITIQUE OF AGENDA SETTING THEORYA CRITIQUE OF AGENDA SETTING THEORY    

 

Indeed who sets the public agenda? Can we say the public sets the agenda or the media? According to 

Naribo (2012;14) “ There is no definitive order of influence effect in the agenda setting hypothesis as it is 

possible that newspaper and television coverage simply reflects public concerns that already exists.  Just as 

this is possible, it is possible that the public agenda influences the media agenda. The mass media in the 

course of performing its duty reports isolated issues of public concern there by bringing it to the fore as 

issues of public interest which already has become a public agenda.  The media merely provide a platform 

for national discourse of issues of national and global interest.  The mass media help to amplify existing 

issues and not set agenda.    
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Contrast media concepts and theories as explained including, Individual  Difference Theory, Selective 

Attention, Selective Perception and Selective Retention do not support the assumption that the media 

audience assigns value and importance to issues given prominence by the media.  The issues already exist 

and are already of importance to the public that is why the media gave such issue(s) attention in the first 

place. The agenda setting hypothesis lacks universality.  Such idea may not apply in countries where 

democracy does not thrive and were the media system is weak and audience disenchanted and ravage by 

poverty. In this case, government policies, politics and economic statistics don’t make sense to them.  Their 

agenda is their life which most third world countries don’t set as priority. Beside the question of who sets 

the agenda? Another question is whose agenda is being set? Naribo[ 2012:16], sees the media as having 

their own interest in determining which issue to raise in the public mind. To him the issues are issues that 

conform to the interest of the power structure. Kayode[ 2012:15 clarified that agenda setting does not 

operate at all time in all places and with all people. The potency of agenda setting depends on contingent 

conditions of the audience and the issue at hand at a particular point in time. The conditions include: 

audience, media and issues characteristics. Other identified moderators or determinants of the agenda 

setting include political interest, level of education, and media credibility 

 

5. 5. 5. 5. CONCLUDING THOUGHTCONCLUDING THOUGHTCONCLUDING THOUGHTCONCLUDING THOUGHT    

 

The functions of the mass media and the self-assigned role of setting agenda for the society are two basic 

different things. The former is when the mass media discharge its duty and keep the trust to always protect 

public interest at all time while the latter is a situation where the media directly or indirectly control the 

public even down to what the public should and should not consider important, what the public should 

think about and what they should not think about. If the media actually have the power to do these and 

actually do so, then the media is a slave master and we are his slaves. 
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